
ACROSS
1. "Out of Touch" band (3
words) / Violin teacher Leopold
17. City established by Leland
Stanford, Sr. (2 words) /
Extremely excited
18. "My Sister's Keeper" author
Jodi / Did better than, as on
"Survivor"
19. Silverado or Ranger, e.g. (2
words) / Made a mistake
20. Jeff of the Yardbirds /
Modern location finder (2
words) / "Treasure Island"
monogram
21. Hats with propellers, often /
Some tabby cats, or some
tabby cat food
22. Cocktail with pieces of fruit
muddled in (2 words) / March
Madness site
23. Face-to-face exam / Letter
used to denote the
Euler–Mascheroni constant /
"Little, pretty one" in a 1979 hit
24. Hodgepodge / Provide
internet via Bluetooth, say /
"Loneliest number" of song
25. Human rights activist
Clooney / Post-volta
Petrarchan sonnet part / Set of
chromosomes
26. Builds up / Doris Day or
Ted Knight, e.g. (2 words)
27. Holiday season, in
advertisements / Give
credence to, as rumors
28. "Citizen Kane" estate /
Either tennis brother retiring
after the 2020 US Open /
Decorative window features

29. Soft drink brand known for
its ginger ale (2 words) /
Comes (to)
30. Bar mixer, often /
Avant-garde art movement /
Unit of mass or volume
31. Eggs Benedict ingredient (2
words)

DOWN
1. Rules: each row has two
answers that completely fill the
row; every letter shares an
edge with an identical letter
immediately above or below (or
both). For the purposes of this
puzzle, the top row is
connected to the bottom row,
so it wraps around.
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Touchword 2 Christopher Adams
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